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QUESTION 65
A new catalog item was added to an existing service named DMZServers, but it is NOT appearing in the catalog. All of the other
items in the service appear correctly. Which of the following would explain this behavior?
A. The entitlement needs to be reactivated.
B. The catalog item still requires actions to be associated.
C. The catalog items were assigned to the entitlement individually.
D. There is an approval policy on the entitlement.

Answer: D
Explanation:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vra-70/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vrealize.automation.doc%2FGUID-F283E64D-9000-4129-82A
C-6C1C95E36B6F.html
QUESTION 66
An administrator is creating a new business group with the following requirements:
- IT_Supervisors@vclass.local will need to be able to provision on behalf of users within the group.
- IT_Managers@vclass.local will need to be able to configure entitlements only for this group.
Which two options below will minimally accommodate this design without providing additional privileges? (Choose two.)
A. Add the following to the Support role: IT_Supervisors@vclass.local
B. Add the following to the Group Manager role: IT_Managers@vclass.local
C. Add the following to the Tenant Administrator role: IT_Managers@vclass.local
D. Add the following to the Group Manager role: IT_Managers@vclass.local, IT_Supervisors@vclass.local
Answer: AB
QUESTION 67
What is required before an XaaS blueprint can provision a vSphere virtual machine?
A. A vRealize Automation endpoint for vSphere
B. A vRealize Automation Plug-In for vRealize Orchestrator
C. A vRealize Orchestrator Plug-In for vCenter Server as an endpoint
D. A vRealize Orchestrator reservation for vSphere
Answer: A
Explanation:
http://pubs.vmware.com/vrealize-suite-70/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vrsuite.srm.doc%2FGUID-2A94A42F-A8EC-405A-A
815-386B8D7D6D71.html
QUESTION 68
How does a reservation with a priority of 1 impact the environment?
A. The business group assigned this reservation will have preferred access to the compute resources over other business groups
with a priority greater than 1.
B. If a business group has multiple reservations, other reservations will be chosen over this reservation for business groups with a
priority greater than 1.
C. The business group assigned this reservation will have less than preferred access to the compute resources compared to other
business groups with a priority greater than 1.
D. If a business group has multiple reservations, this reservation will be chosen over all other reservations for business groups with
a priority greater than 1.
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Answer: D
Explanation:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vra-62/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vra.iaas.virtual.doc%2FGUID-3EEAAFCC-2080-4925-84E7-C
AFF3D9FF3F3.html
QUESTION 69
Why would a virtual machine with an expired lease remain in the vRealize Automation inventory?
A. The resource reservation has an archival period configured.
B. The user is missing the Delete Resource Content action in the entitlement.
C. The virtual machine has a reclamation action against it.
D. The virtual machine blueprint has an archival period configured.
Answer: A
Explanation:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vra-62/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vrealize-automation-62-foundations-and-concepts.pdf (page 31)
QUESTION 70
A vRealize Automation administrator needs to allow users to revert their machines to their initial deployment state. What should the
administrator do?
A. Enable the Reprovision option in the blueprint.
B. Enable the Snapshot option in the blueprint.
C. Enable the Linked Clone option in the blueprint.
D. Enable the Destroy option inthe blueprint.
Answer: A
QUESTION 71
An administrator powers on a vRealize Automation Multi-Machine Service that includes Machine A and Machine B. The
application on Machine A does not start correctly and displays the following error message:
Machine B not ready
What step should be taken to resolve this issue?
A. Change the startup order of the Multi-Machine Service.
B. Create a startup dependency in the Multi-Machine Service.
C. Define a startup delay in the Multi-Machine Service.
D. Adjust the startup approvals for the Multi-Machine Service.
Answer: A
QUESTION 72
Which three options will ensure that all machines deployed by the finance business group have the same Distributed Firewall rules?
(Choose three.)
A. Using Service Composer, create a Security Policy named Finance with the firewall rules.
B. Using Service Composer, create a Security Group named Finance based on machine name and specify the Finance Groups
Machine Prefix.
C. Using Service Composer, assign the Finance Security Policy to the Finance Security Group.
D. Using the Distributed Firewall, create a Security Policy named Finance with the firewall rules.
E. Using the Distributed Firewall, create a Security Group named Finance based on machine name and specify the Finance Groups
Machine Prefix.
Answer: ABC
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